
         
     

 

SixDays2013
88th Enduro World Championship

for National Teams

Olbia, Italy

30 September - 5 October



See
You There!

In organising the Six Days of Enduro 2013, the

aim of the Italian Motorcycle Federation is to

ensure that the numerous Enduro champions

enjoy six days of exciting challenges. Sardinia

was thus a deliberate choice. 

This land perfectly reflects the best features

of the Six Days of Enduro: history and nature,

enthusiasm and beauty, energy and vigour. 

In 2013, the Six Days of Enduro celebrates

100 years of life and successes, with the

growth of a sport that goes straight to the

heart of so many enthusiasts located all

over the world. 

To honour this important achievement, the

FMI has decided to hold the new edition on

breathtaking routes along the sea, through

Mediterranean woods, rocky cliffs and

streams, providing the participants with all of

its consolidated experience.

The days and nights will be marked by

festivities and entertainment for the

experts and everyone following the

event. Unique appointments to

experience these unforgettable

“Six Days” together.

A unique event, an adventure along spectacular tracks and breathtaking panoramas.

The Figures 

of Six Days 2013

100 years of history

80.000 m2 for the Paddock

35 Countries

600 Riders competing

10 Municipalities involved

1.200 km covered

200.000 spectators expected
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Territory

Anybody coming to Sardinia for the first time

has the sensation of “landing” in another world,

with infinite spaces and majestic landscapes. 

Surrounded by a splendid sea, the island is

one of the areas of the Mediterranean where

popular traditions are least unspoilt by

outside links.

Seeing a nuraghe, a holy well, one of the

mysterious domus de janas or the tombs of the

giants, or inside a cave excavated by millennia of

flowing water, is a unique experience.

The encounter with the rich heritage of the local

musical traditions, and the poetry and literature

in the Sardinian language is likewise unique.

Sardinia

Sardinia has a total area of 24,090 km² and is the second largest island in the

Mediterranean after Sicily.

At its two most distant points it is 270 km long and 145 km wide.

It is located 189 km from the coast of the Italian Peninsula, separated from

it by the Tyrrhenian Sea. The Sardinia Channel separates it from the

Tunisian coast, while to the north, the 11 km wide Bocche di

Bonifacio separate the island from Corsica.

Sardinia has a population of 1.68 million with a density of 69

people per km². 

The total length of the coastline is 1,897 km.

There are 3,914 accommodation facilities throughout

Sardinia of which 758 in the Gallura area alone.

Olbia - Tempio Province

and Gallura

The magic of the Maddalena  Archipelago and cork-oaks twisted by the force

of the mistral; the beaches of the Costa Smeralda and the sheep-pens, in the

middle of the countryside, where centuries-old lifestyles continue to this day; the

cliffs sculpted by the hand of nature, and prehistoric architecture that challenges eternity.

They say the Gallura is ‘an island in the island'; but what about the hundred little 'islands'

that make it up?  Behind the limelight of the coastlines there is an entire world to discover,

with its culture, traditions, crafts, flavours, people and villages.

The Scenario and the competitiveness of the riders will make 

the Six Days 2013 an experience to be enjoyed and remembered.

Weather

Thanks to its temperate climate, we can visit Sardinia

throughout the year. The best seasons are spring

and autumn. The interior of Sardinia is most

beautiful between March and May.

The end of September, the period when Six

Days of Enduro 2013 will take place, offers

magical moments for enjoying one of the

most beautiful corners of the world, with its

mild climate and moderate tourist flow, the

right time to come into a more authentic

contact with this extraordinary landscape.
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Schedule

September 23 

Opening of Secretariat and Press Area

September 24 

Opening Paddock

September 26-28

Registration and technical control

September 28

Opening Ceremony

September 30 -  October 5

Six Days 2013

October 5   

Final Test, Prize Giving Ceremony

The preliminary registration form for ISDE

2013 will be sent to the National

Federations according to the

procedures and terms set forth by the

FIM Regulations, and will be available on

our website www.fim-isde2013.com

from 1st January 2013. 

Olbia and the Headquarter

Six days of enduro will take place in Olbia. The town will host the paddock in its port and it will act as the “welcome point” of this

international  sport competition. Olbia, together with Tempio, is the capital town of the province.  

“The happy town”, as the ancient greeks used to call it, is a modern, attractive and lively place, close to the best beaches in the world.

The Paddock will occupy quays 1 and 2 at the Port of Olbia for a total of 80,000 sq.mt. available. This huge site will host all the services and areas necessary for conducting all types of activities, for

the competitors, the staff, the sponsor companies and the public. A large village, with free entry, where all the fans can experience and enjoy a fun, practical facility consisting of marquees, hospitality

stands, inflatable shelters and a central podium where prizes in the various specialities will be awarded every day. The paddock will be the centre of attraction throughout the day; together with ordinary

services and assistance, there will be entertainment shows and chances for contact between the public, the riders and personalities from the motorcycle world and show business. 

There will be wide areas for the partner companies of the event with promotional, merchandising, games and sampling activities, all available to everyone coming into the paddock. It will be a true

“Enduro City” located for about two weeks in central Olbia, facing onto the Mediterranean sea; everyone can enjoy an international atmosphere full of energy, where everything will be possible thanks

to the valuable support of the sponsors and partners of Six Days 2013. The City of Olbia, being main centre with respect to the other towns involved in the Gallura area, together with the FMI will be

the protagonist of many of the activities planned, animating the city centre with initiative such as the evening opening of the shopping streets. This will involved all of the stores, restaurants, pubs and

shopping centres. Many local companies will be available for the participants and guests of the Six Days 2013, informing visitors about production, cultural and creative capacities of the Sardinia Region.

The Paddock will open on September 24, 2013.

Logistical Headquarters, Secretariat and Press Area

The ISDE Secretariat, Press Area and all the Commissions will

have their operational location in the Hotel President, overlooking

the Port of Olbia (about 200 mt - 5 minutes on foot). 

The Secretariat and the Press Area will open on 23 September

2013. The nearness of the paddock will allow for the full

involvement of the media in the various activities to be organised

and managed in the competition days, with a strategic position

combining efficiency with the maximum operational flexibility.



Day 1 - 2

Day 3 - 4

Day 5

Day 6

Special Test

Time control
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Day 1 - 2

Day 3 - 4

Day 5

Day 6

Special Test

Time control

S.TS.T.

T.C.
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Race Routes

The “Six days 2013” will cross a large area of Gallura. 

The competitions, starting from the brand new cruise ship quays in Olbia, will wind

around about 250 km (the distance covered every day) along mule trails, paths and

fire barrier tracks in natural areas that are mainly privately owned (Costa Smeralda)

or managed by the Sardinia Region through the Forestry Board which takes care

of the roads, the environment, the habitat and the ecosystems. These areas are

highly valuable with regard to the environment, fauna and flora, and there are many

widespread species, typical and unique to the Sardinian landscape.

The entire Gallura area will be involved, and the route will go through 10

municipalities. These range from the coastal towns of Olbia, Golfo Aranci and

Arzachena with the typical marine landscape with the steep cliffs, white beaches and

crystal-clear water, to the mountain areas of Padru, Alà dei Sardi, Tempio Pausania and

Calangianus, with its tall woods and their pines, ilex and cork-oak, as well as ferns, moss and

granite boulders. The routes have been chosen on the basis of a careful survey in order to avoid,

as far as possible, urban areas and paved roads, in full compliance with safety and respect of the

environment. All the tracks will provide the riders with the pleasure of driving in a wholly natural

environment. Every day there will be 4 Time Checks and 6 Special Tests, and the Final Test will take

place on the 6th day.

The Special Tests have been organised in private areas near towns and well connected with the main

road network in order to easily attract the thousands of spectators expected. All the zones adjacent to

the tests will be equipped with ample parking facilities and various refreshment points. The races will be held

in areas of land that are natural or semi-agricultural, of great natural beauty and in a landscape with varied contours

allowing for routes with both flat and hill portions. There will also be wild areas with numerous points crossing over rocks

and streams, and some races will alternate with parts of routes in motocross facilities and permanent tracks.

The Time Checks will always be located in wide areas easy for the teams and organisers to reach, generally near the

Special Tests, so that the public can get a close-up view of the maintenance and races assistance activity. 

The Time Check areas, like the Special Tests, will always be covered by  food & beverage facilities provided by typical local

associations offering “zero mileage” products.

Final Test  

The Final Test will be held at the “Sergio Bruschi”

Motocross Facility at Tempio Pausania.

The facility, located 50 km from Olbia, is in a

splendid valley along a river, surrounded by

the enchanting green heights of Monte

Limbara, the highest mountain in Gallura.

The track is sandy and about 1,600 metres

long, and is located just 1 km from the town

of Tempio Pausania, the most important

ancient Roman site in Northern Sardinia, thus

called “the City of Stone”, and, together with

Olbia, the capital town of the Province.

Large parking areas, stands for the public, a

technical area and commercial area and 3

different road entrances for the riders, teams

and the public add efficiency and colour to an

already magnificent landscape.

At the end of the Race the National Teams

winning the “Six Days of Enduro 2013” will

be awarded their prizes.

The Final Test will be broadcast

live on TV and web TVs 

all over the world.

Sardinia, the splendid Island 

in the heart of the western Mediterranean,

will be the perfect venue for this unique

event from the technical, sports 

and tourist point of view.



Info &
Reservations

The FMI, as organiser of the event, in

partnership with Geasar (Olbia Airport

management company) e CiaoSardinia (Olbia

Airport touristic website), has created a

service dedicated to the reservation of

accommodation and transport, making

special arrangements with a number of

accommodation facilities. 

Conventions have been signed with facilities

in the Olbia and Gallura area, valid for all the

participants in the “Six Days”, the event

staff, the families and Enduro fans

attending the event.

To make reservations, get the best offers

and additional services, just open the website 

www.fim-isde2013.com and click on the

Ciaosardinia banner, an Official Partner of Six

Days 2013, where you can find different

accommodation solutions (hotel, agro-

tourism, camping and B&B) as well as

special fares for flights and ferry.

How to get there

Air Transport

Gallura is easy to reach by the Olbia Costa Smeralda International Airport, one of the most modern airports in Italy, with a

capacity of over 4,500,000 passengers per year. Many Italian and international airlines have flights here and offer frequent

connections with the main Italian and European destinations.

Sea Transport

Thanks to its modern port facilities and ferries, Sardinia is connected with the most important Italian ports in the Tyrrhenian

Sea and the Liguria Sea, as well as with France, Spain and Tunisia.

Sardinia can be reached from the rest of Italy from Civitavecchia, Genoa, Leghorn, Piombino, Naples, Palermo and Trapani.

The main ports of arrival in Sardinia are: Olbia, Porto Torres, Golfo Aranci and Cagliari.

The port of Olbia is one of the major port facilities in Italy and the Mediterranean, especially in terms of passenger traffic with

an average of 5,000,000 passengers per year.

The Port of Golfo Aranci is just 21 km from Olbia, and offers frequent connections with Leghorn and Civitavecchia. 

Contacts

Dedicated personnel will be available to handle any type of

information and requirements. 

You can speak with an operator by calling +39.0789.1776135 

e-mail: booking.isde@ciaosardinia.com.

For more information please visit www.olbiairport.com.
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Hotel Martini ****

Hotel Luna 
Lughente ****

Aeroporto

Train

PORTO ISTANA

Bus
2

Bus

OLBIA

H
Hospedale

Hotel De Plam ****

Hotel Cavour ***
Hotel Panorama ****

Hotel 
Centrale ****

Jazz Hotel ****

Hotel Pozzo 
Sacro****

Double Tree By Hilton ****

Hotel 
Demar ***

Hotel 
Royal ***

Hotel 
La Corte ****

Geovillage****

Residence Regina Elena

Porto/Harbour
PADDOCK

Facilities

For more information and bookings

please contact our Call Center Phone:

+39.0789.1776135

E-mail: booking.isde@ciaosardinia.com

web: www.ciaosardinia.com

Book now the best accomodation! 

Some of the best Hotels selected for you. Accomodation price from € 35,00.

Book now one of the Hotels, Resorts, B&B, 
Farm Houses & Campings selected for you 
by Ciaosardinia, ISDE 2013 official partner.

www.ciaosardinia.com

Distance from Paddock

Santa Teresa di Gallura 60 Km 

Luogosanto  44 Km 

Tempio Pausania  44 Km 

S. Antonio di Gallura  28 Km 

Arzachena  30 Km 

Cannigione  28 Km 

Baja Sardinia  30 Km 

Porto Cervo  30 Km 

Cugnana  14 Km

Porto Rotondo  14 Km 

Golfo Aranci  18 Km 

Porto S. Paolo  19 Km 

Budoni  40 Km

Olbia 0,5 Km

Book now one of the Hotels, Resorts, B&B, 
Farm Houses & Campings selected for you 
by Ciaosardinia, ISDE 2013 official partner.

www.ciaosardinia.com



SixDays Card

Day
SixDay

Six Days
Card

All the offers and opportunities located on the

website www.fim-isde2013.com, in the page

linked with CiaoSardinia, will be explained with

further details and guarantee special tariffs for

the participants.

To highlight how important accommodation is for

the FMI and Sardinia a Card has been created.

Only those who book through the

CiaoSardinia website will receive the Six Days

Card, providing access to a network of

companies in various sectors, made available

to you for various additional services, sales,

discounts, gifts and offers to make your

stay in the Gallura area unique and

full of special care.

Entertainment and related activities

Sardinia offers numerous activities for visitors: sports, excursions of all kinds, archaeology and nature, crafts and typical cuisine.

Organised tourist packages are available with the best services and customised assistance by simply calling the ISDE 2013

Official Partner CiaoSardinia, or visiting the website in the pages dedicated to the “Six days of the Centenary”.

Diving
The rich and colourful sea beds in Northern Sardinia attract many diving and snorkelling enthusiasts. The underwater routes

in the area also enable enthusiasts to go beyond the coastline and discover coral and dusky perch.

There are facilities providing the rental and sale of diving equipment and the rental of dinghies.

Trekking & Mountain Bike 
There are many trails for trekking and mountain bike, with routes at all levels that can be used all year round in Gallura.

Organised tours are available by off-road vehicles or with mountain bike and trekking guides. 

Sailing, Canoing, Kayaking, Wind and Kite Surf 
The Centro Velico Caprera is Italy’s largest sailing school and has its nautical base on the island of Caprera. It has various

types of courses from beginners to activities in the open sea. You can windsurf everywhere in Gallura and in some beaches

you can rent equipment and take lessons in windsurf/kitesurf and sailing. 

Golf
Sardinia has numerous ultramodern golf courses and set in some of the most beautiful and panoramic areas, and is thus

well known by fans and professionals.

Riding
The Gallura area offers attractive scenarios for trekking and horse riding. Not far from the most famous places in the Costa

Smeralda you can take wonderful walks along the shore and in the Gallura inland areas, scented with arbutus, rosemary,

heather, myrtle and lentisk. There are many riding centres to ride or to take lessons with the beautiful Anglo-Arab-Sardinian

horses, thanks to qualified instructors.

Escursions and Tours 

Visit to the Costa Smeralda

Cruise in the Maddalena Archipelago

Quad outing

Snorkeling + canoe + lunch

Archaeological Tour

Mini cruise in the Gulf of Orosei

Trekking at Cala Luna

Canyoning and double rope climbing

Excursion to the Gola di Gorroppu

Lunch with the shepherds

Dolphin Watching

Excursion to Tempio Pausania, “The City of Stone”

For more information and reservations

contact CiaoSardinia by phoning +39 0789

641074 or visit the CiaoSardinia page

dedicated to ISDE 2013 by clicking on

the banner at www.fim-isde2013.com

. 



Comune di Loiri Comune di Golfo Aranci Comune di Padru  Comune di
Sant’Antonio di Gallura  Comune di TeltiComune di Calangianus

Official Partners

Federazione Motociclistica Italiana - Viale Tiziano, 70 - 00196 Roma

info@fim-isde2013.com

Tel. +39 06 32488613 - Fax +39 06 32488600

www.fim-isde2013.com




